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Abstract
The theme of self-confidence in the field of sports, especially among players of volleyball in some clubs in Algeria is an important
issue in terms of giving the dimenssions an image and diagnosis that sport is characterized by the general characteristics of
psychological bases that make athletes capable of giving mental and motor abilities.
We have chosen in this research a sample of (16) player of volleyball and was deliberately testing in the sports season (20152016), and we have used in our research the self scale preparation confidence Robin Philly (Vealy) Arabization Mohammad
Hassan Alaoui, to measure confidence in athletes as a tool to collect data codified after the Algerian environment, knowing that we
have reached the results of special moral significance terms of maintaining confidence and highlight the capabilities to meet the
tactical and technical indicators of the players, to show control of their acquisitions and take responsibility in athletic performance
during competition.
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1. Introduction
Emotions are seen as a manifestation and a complement of
human nature dan its normal state, and acts as the motivation
of behavior after an adaptation either short or long, and is
dominated by emotions on the mind often, leading thought and
form the fate of human sexuality man condemns in the quality
and strength of the impact of emotions in human affairs, and
exercise to feel good, it should reach wise to dispose of.
(Fanget. F, 2006, p 21) [2].
On another view, human interactivity between what is a
person who has the skills and mental capabilities and
information that is all the emotional ability to translate this
knowledge and skills to the behaviors, then this is the aim of
whether serenely draw any situation. (Hambly. K, 2008, p 11)
What this means mental cognitive side led to a changé in the
look of psychologists to pay attention to emotion and that is of
interest and does not separate the mind and thought it
interferes with and is completed, operations are cognitive
positively contribute to changing the emotion and the name
and emotion that will encourage creative thinking and solving
problems between the individual under usual or new
situations. (Fanget. F, 2006, p29) [2].
2. theoretical context
Volleyball players are subjected in many sports stations
(training competitions) to the positions of emotions related to
the performance of the players and the playing of the game
and the success, failure, etc., are considered variable and
disrupting disorganized and confused and difficult to control
and adjust, and it is contrary to logical thinking it must appeal
to reason and sense of isolation because they negatively affect
the performance of the coach and the team. (Huguet, S, 2014,
p. 67).
The concept of psychological self-confidence develops when
an individual with experience and practice, perception and see
the researcher as many athletes think that confidence is the
athlete of waiting to reach the success and winning is based on

the positions of the objective competition that appear on the
player during a sports competition and what are the things that
worked by athletes to succeed. (Gastaldi. J, 2005, p46).
On the other hand, we can say that failure is a very difficult
phase in the individual, especially an experience that gives the
idea very dark, and it becomes an obstacle for future situations
is the same or that look like and for this Fanget. F, asks:
What mechanism for this " lock "? But he answered quickly, it
is the fear of not succeeding in fact, you expect failure, which
paralyzes you into action. (Fanget. F, 2006, p32) [2].
3. Images practices to gain confidence in competition:
concentration capacity can be developed to gain selfconfidence, in sports in general and especially in volleyball
players, with a few exercises that are specific to the sport or
not:
*Simulate for actions: for example, if you are distracted by
spectators during a volleyball match, you can set up an action
in which two players play and the other run by stimulating the
opponent to draw the intention of the crowd field or trying to
entertain in one way or another. (Mayer. J, Geher. G, 1996,
p39) [4].
*Focus on his work with precision: the pocession the ball
with the game, we can focus on the personal phase includes
me only. For example, training in the application match, try to
choose the right attack phase in play and see how long you
maintain that goal. (Blain. P, 2006, p23) [1].
*Learn to think positively: the most important phase in
competition in game situations is to know how to focus on
your positive thoughts only and see how long you last before
you have negative thoughts that arise. (Mayer J, Geher G,
1996, p49) [4].
*A thought on something besides the game: for example in
volleyball where you just miss a block, tried to forget and see
a picture in the room, often advertising plates give you a
choice of creativity and thinking nice (color, light etc.). (Blain.
P, 2006, p63) [1].
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*Be present in all game situations: pursue the conduct of
situations by a sequence of actions, and provide behavior and
not to lose the future: the only time you can really still be
present. (Gastaldi. J, 2005, p76).
4. Confidence is the success
The Self-confidence is a very important step in the individual,
it is the best moment of joy, and above all it's success in real
situations and in the past it was a failure. (Fanget F, 2006,
p63.) [2] Exposes the three points of sucked.
4.1 Le Reve to reach these expectations
The individual is still on an imagination that gives hope to
reach those expectations, but be very optimistic to complete
the éffort provided, giving the joy of success.
4.2 The Need motivation
By cons, we must be very sure to try to do the best possible
with the encouragement of others and especially the different
motivations with all forms.
4.3 The success is a goal
For the purpose of the individual, which remains the essentil
point to be reached by at coviction must believe that he must
win and snatch the meers.
But in the field of sport, we must know that the key is : (Blain.
P, 2006, p83) [1].
• Take into consideration the nature of the goal.
• Commprendre the nature of success for Ganer confidence.
• Consider the niveu the game and competition and intra
extar group.
• Follow the steps sucsissivement and degree of difficulty.
• Learn from others and failure especially in situations
similar competitions.
• Gaining the trust of autruio in the sport group, for
example : the coach, teammates ect.
• Move closer to the level requested by the éxigences the
nature of competition.
• Follow the steps and send the player’s in the difficult’s
situations.
• Like the field of the competition champion schip.
5. Research Objective
The research aims to identify the confidence and especially in
competition with an analytical vision with the player itself and
between the players of volleyball in Algeria is questionable
Search: Is there a difference between the self and the trend
personal and between volleyball players of confidence in the
Algerian clubs? And for that, the method used is descriptive
analytical method of the field of competition, where he is the
right approach to the nature of the research. The research
sample is limited to (16) volleyball player, they were tested
deliberately, in the current sport season (2015/2016).
6. Search Tools
This is the test for measuring the confidence of Robin Philly
Vealy and is Arabized by Mohammed Alaoui to measure the
confidence of athletes: Scale (13) is made to identify self to
the practitioners of sports the level of confidence and the

researcher to apply the scale on the exploration sample and the
strength (16) community Player research and outside the base
sample has a sincerity rate and high scientific operations of
this scale has been stable for experts in the fields of training
and specialty volleyball, especially with tests (validity is
almost all experts gave the agreement the implementation of
self-confidence measurement test, and the stability coefficient
is very significant R = 0.89).
7. Statistical Method
7.1 Method Used
Is the parametric statistics (Champely 2004), which allows the
characterization and cut the population and more specifically
the series of values of a variable that includes using as the
arithmetic average parameters (which is determined by the
sum of the values observed divided by the number of series
elements); variance and coefficient of variation.

n

x = n1 ∑ x i
i =1

As it is very important to know how is it that the group is
arranged around the middle it is grouped or scattered around
it? The standard deviation is a dispersion index because it
provides information on the dispersion around the mean. We
calculate the standard deviation of the sample by using the
following formula: -For Analytical statistics was used Student
test, to calculate the difference of means of two samples And
for all our calculations (mean, standard deviation and the
Student t) we used the Office Excel 2007 software.

x −x )
σ = ∑(
n −1

2

-For Analytical statistics was used Student test, to calculate
the difference of means of two samples.
-And for all our calculations (mean, standard deviation and the
Student t) we used the Office Excel 2007 software.
Table 1: Sample Detail
Choice
Nbre
Participation
Tech Shares (+)
Age
Standard Deviation
The average
Participation/test

Players
+03 times
16
65%
51%
19.17±0.89
1.67±0.70
19.41±1.31
13.36±1.19

Variations /competitions
+05 times
16
71%
58.50%
19.17±0.89
1.94±1.63
21.06±1.97
14.29±1.26

7 Analysis and discussion of the results
We put a presentation of two (02) axes, these verbal
declarations on confidence before and after the competition.
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Table 2: Questionnaire Results
Feelings
Yes

Before the competition
yes or no

After the competition
Yes or no

88.77

2.52

91.89 0.02

rapid reactions

6.05

0.71

5.13 0.88

the average

3.37

0.21

2.52 0.20

Decisions

79.73

0.70

69.72 0.36

the average

2.5 5.73

T. test

1.94 0.32

Table 02 shows, the arithmetic mean of the measure of selfdeclaration of trust (88.77) and standard deviation (3.37),
although the median in comparison with the average premise
of the scale is greater than average premise using (v) sample
and the value of T calculated (1.94 ) which is greater than the
tabular value adult T (1.88 ) significance level (0.05) and the
degree of freedom (30 ) and demonstrated the level of moral
meaning and through feelings reported by most of the
volleyball players, are characterized by self-confidence and
(Fanget. F, 2006, p73) [2] researcher expertise theoretical data,
following experience the quick reaction on the responses is a
fundamental factor in the formation of personal appearances
that indicate where trust is the belief in the realization of gain.
Table 3: Comparative analysis of responses volleyball players para
port running of the competition (during games).
Test
T Student
Nbre
75%(questined players)
Affirmation answers before
1.23
Difference
S* à 0.05
Always
0.98 (after chicking)
By references to standards
S à p < 0.05
Never
0.45
With the model
NS à 0.05
Affirmation Decision
2.02
View tabbed T.
NS à 0.05
Other’s
S ** à 0.01
NS : no significant difference, * difference significant at p
<0.05, ** significant difference p <0.01, ***significant
difference at p <0.001

Table 03 shows that the standard of the assertion advanced
volleyball players of responses by measuring self-reported
confidence (1.23) is à very low standard deviation relative to
the given questionnaire (see Table 02), and this statement
taking us to show that the players of Algerian volleyball clubs
are characterized by self-confidence and (Blain. P, 2006, p81)
[1]
researcher expertise of reflections by the experience of
practice and cognition is a fundamental factor in the formation
of personal appearances that indicate where trust is still stable
and yet the individual goes through moments and dissimilar
situations, for successful completion of the gain.

4.38
1.74 0.59

On the other hand, we can say that the psychological skill of
volleyball players of the need to train and exercise such as
sports skills and can develop through, among others, the
development of the spirit of cooperation between the exercise
group around some simple and group exercises between the
team during practice periods.
This will confirm us that coaches encourage players to excel
on the need for self-confidence, and that some players are
unhappy with the back lack of confidence in their abilities,
they can resort to show confidence as a kind of compensation
to hide weaknesses and doubt in their abilities.
Confidence in the field of sport, remains a huge topic and very
difficult, because in a certain position or performance behavior
responses to the phenomenon, behavioral responses raise the
perception of self-result or result, and includes self-results,
satisfaction, perceived success in the future for a win or loss
and the results of the self-turn affect and are affected by the
competitive sports orientation and allow the kind of personal
sport confidence.
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8. Conclusion
Confidence has assets factors that reflect its impact on the
group as a whole and this attribute is full refers to the
requirements of the competition, for example, the score and
the importance of the match and above all personal or external
motivations.
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